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FANTASTIC MASCULINE THEMED IMAGES! HE WILL COLOR THESE! 50 Really Cool Original

Illustrations. Not Just For Men!  One Image Per Page Each image is printed on black-backed pages

to prevent bleed-through. Watch the video on my author page to see what's inside!

.com/author/body_mind_spirit_nathanielwake For the everyday guy who works hard and plays

harder, MenÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Coloring Book has everything you need to start creating your masterpiece.

From the pen and mind of Nathaniel Wake comes an all-new, beautifully crafted coloring experience

created specifically for men. With dozens of images centered on manly interest and timeless

nostalgia, this book is perfect the male artist in your life. Soar through the air in a larger-than-life

dog-fight or careen across the country on a steam-powered locomotive--Or ride your hog with a

female Cyborg all from the comfort of your own home. With adult coloring illustrations of futuristic

scenery, this no-nonsense coloring book is the perfect way to unwind after a long day of work. For

the manliest man and the young boy within, MenÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Coloring Book is the guy-friendly

companion youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ve been searching for.  So Scroll Back Up...And Grab your copy today!
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Not just for men, but there are cars, trains, planes, motorcycles, guns, fish, ect. So if you're tired of

coloring flowers and leaves, this is a great book to try!This book measures 8x10 and is thick with 50

different pictures and single sided pages with black backing. For markers, I would still use a buffer



page, just in case. I haven't tried water based markets yet, but there was some minor breakthrough

with alcohol based markers (which is expected)I didn't have any trouble with bleed through with my

gel pens, but I still put a blank page behind in case I use a brand that I haven't tried yet on it.The

picture I have attached is one I'm working on with colored pencil.

Ã‚Â This is exactly what I've been looking for in a coloring book. There are no cutesy images to be

found in this one. Each heavy page has a unique image on one side and a blacked out page on the

other. Each picture has many intricate details for me to spend hours filling in with my markers,

pencils, and crayons. There are no repeat images. I am definitely looking forward to getting started

with this gem of a book!

Here's one for the guys! Though, trust me, we women will enjoy it just as much.This book features

50 images ranging from guns, vehicles, sexy steampunk or space-age women, farm machinery, and

even a western kitty. Lots of fun stuff, and all with details ranging from fine to larger spaces. There

are also some bonus images at the back from Wake's other coloring books.The images are on one

side of the page, and the back of the page is black to prevent bleed through. I gave alcohol markers

a go on a few spots, and without a piece of plain paper between the pages, there was no bleed

through. Nice! The book is bound tightly but the images all stop before the spine, and you can get a

nice 'spine crease' so pages lay flat for coloring. The paper is medium weight.I really enjoyed

paging through this book. There are many images that I will like to color. It could be something a

husband and wife share (I'll color a page for you; you color one for me) or give to a favorite friend as

a means to relaxing and exploring his inner artist.

All I can say is wow! I've purchased a lot of coloring books over the years but none of them this

diverse. It has steampunk images, locomotives, motorcycles, fishing, western, even fantasy. This is

a great all around book.Each page is backed with black so you don't get bleed through. I wanted

something different and this is it. Very nice detail.

This book is so much fun, even for us girls that happen to dig cars and bikes. I really enjoy this book

and the fact that it's different, it's not the same as every other book full of flowers or animals. Wtg

Nathaniel you killed it with this one!

This has become one of my favorite books yet. Yes it is a manly book but it has a great variety of



content that all will like. I particularly love the cars and motorcycle drawings and the old western

style backgrounds are fun. There are also some great drawings of fish that can be a real challenge if

you like to blend your colors. This book is a great bargain with a ton of content!

I really like this book, by Nathaniel Wake. The images are very diverse. I feel that anyone could find

a page they'd like to color, there's that much variety packed into the 50, one sided pages (with black

backing). I have 2 adult Sons that just may find a copy of this book in their Christmas care packages

this year! I'll add an image to my review as soon as I've finished it, but there's a lot of detail, and I

don't want to rush it, but I feel that reviews really help sell coloring books, and you don't want to

miss out on this one.

What an awesome book for the men too!! First off these are original designs! They are single sided

with a black underside which helps with bleedthroughs. This is NOT a thin book by any means. It is

a good 1/4" thick book! This is an artist you need to make sure you follow as all his books are very

well done! He even gives you pages from his other books at the end of the book. Love the pages in

this book! Love the steampunk pages but the man beside the motorcycle is my favorite!
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